
 

 

PSY247 – PERCEPTION 
 

Week 1 – introduction 

Week 2 – audition 

Week 3- somatosensory system 

Week 4 – chemical senses 

Week 5 – light and brain 

Week 6 – spatial vision 

Week 7 – break 

Week 8 – depth vision 

Week 9 – motion vision 

Week 10 – colour vision 

Week 11 – visual development 

Week 12 – object perception and multisensory integration 

Week 13 – face perception  

Lecture 1  

• Perception deals with the relationship between physical stimuli and their subjective, or 
psychological correlates  

• No other way for information to enter the brain  
• Perception à what we believe is real 

 
Senses  

• Sight (visual à eyes) 
• Hearing (auditory à ears) 
• Smell (olfactory à nose) chemical sense 
• Taste (Gustatory à tongue) chemical sense 
• Touch (tactile, haptic à skin) 
• Balance (equilibrioception, vestibular system) 
• Body awareness (proprioception) 
• Heat (thermoception) 

 

Neuropsychology Clinical psychology Forensic psychology 

Apperceptive/Associative 
Agnosia 

Eating disorders  
- Body image distortion  

 

Eyewitness testimony  
- Weapons focus  
- Facial identity parades  



 

 

 
- Inability to recognise objects 
- Can be due to perceptual 
problem  
- Phantom limbs/pain 
- Rubber hand illusion  
- Alien hand syndrome (lose 
control of the limbs 

Inability to recognise facial 
emotion in  
- Psycopaths  
- Depressives 
- Autistics  
- Schizophrenics  

 

 

Seeing it not necessarily 
believing  

And Brain notices sharp 
change of difference not 
slow change of difference. 

 

 

Illusions of depth  

• Ames room 
• Perspective 
• Stereopsis (3d movies) 
• Thatcher illusion 

Illusions of motion 

• Rotating snakes 
• Motion afteraffect 

Physiological Principles 

• Transduction  
- First stage of any sensory process 
- Receptors turn energy into neural signals 
- Impulses travel along axons, to terminals which release neurotransmitters across 

synapses to be received by another  
 

• Hierarchical Processing 
- Neural impulses travel “up” the system to the cortex  
- “Relay station” in the thalamus (except for olfaction) 
- Higher cortical areas also involve lateral and feedback connections 
- Bottom up à flow of information from sensory receptors towards “higher” cortical 

areas with increasing levels of complexity. Patients in a coma, or anaesthetised animals 
show substantial activation through the visual pathways. 

- Top down à prior knowledge influences what is perceived  
- Forward, lateral and backward connections in the visual pathway demonstrate that 

information can flow in all directions 
• Selectivity 

- Within each sense, stimuli can vary along various dimensions (eg. lines vary in location, 
length, orientation, etc.)   

- Cells are selective for (ie. respond most to) stimuli with certain characteristics (eg. a 
vertical line) 

- Response will be smaller the more the stimulus differs from the preferred stimulus  
- “Tuning” - cell is tuned to 0° (vertical)      

• Organisation 



 

 

- Within sensory brain regions there’s often an orderly progression of stimulus 
preferences 

- Most “important” range of stimulus values is processed by a larger amount of cortex - 
“Cortical Magnification”  

• Specific Nerve Energies 
- Each sense projects to a different cortical area 
- The nature of a sensation depends on which sensory fibers are stimulated, not on how 

fibers are stimulated 
• Plasticity 

- Neural mechanisms are modifiable 
- Development 
- Recovery from brain injury 

• Noise 
- Neural firing is stochastic  
- Precise firing rate determined mostly by stimulus but also by other random factors 
- Spontaneous Activity - cells fire a little even with no stimulus 

Detectability  

• More intense stimulus, the more you detect. 
• Detection threshold is the intensity required for detecting a stimulus. Lower threshold is 

better. E.g. how light does a circle have to be to be detected against a black background? 
• Sensitivity is the opposite threshold. Higher sensitivity is better 


